Recognition of "Anti-American" Units by Minh Duong Province.

Decision No. 002/CHDCN, dated 14 Mar 66, signed by LUU VUON THANH for Minh Duong Province Unit Command Committee granting the title "Heroic Anti-American" to the following units:

1. Platoon Units:
- 2d Platoon, 1st Company, Phu Loi BN
- 3d Platoon, 1st Company, Phu Loi BN
- 2d Platoon, 4th Company, Phu Loi BN
- Local Platoon of Lai Thieu District.

2. Squad Units:
- 4th Squad, 2d Platoon, 1st Company, Phu Loi Battalion.
- 5th Squad, 2d Platoon, 1st Company, Phu Loi Battalion.
- 6th Squad, 3d Platoon, 1st Company, Phu Loi Battalion.
- 7th Squad, 3d Platoon, 1st Company, Phu Loi Battalion.
- 8th Squad, 3d Platoon, 4th Company, Phu Loi Battalion.
- 1st Squad, 1st Platoon, 4th Company, Phu Loi Battalion.
- 1st Squad, Reconnaissance Platoon, Phu Loi Battalion.
- 3d Squad, 2d Platoon, 3d Company, Phu Loi Battalion.
- 2d Squad, 1st Platoon, 3d Company, Phu Loi Battalion.

13 July 1966.

13 July 1966.

KIN

KIN
Assignment of Cadre to Binh Duong Province Unit

Item 1: Decision No 40/CP dated 15 October 1965, signed by GENERAL TUY, Assistant Political Officer of HQ, appointing the following individuals to Binh Duong Province Unit headquarters:

- HO VIET VAN NGUYEN as Commander of the Province Unit.
- TRAN TIEU AH, Secretary of the Province.
- (Party) Committee concurrently Political Officer of Binh Duong Province Unit.
- NGUYEN TIEU, (rank: Battalion Commander) as Chief of Staff of Binh Duong Province Unit.
- LAM TIEU LAN (rank: Battalion Commander) as Assistant Political Officer of Binh Duong Province.

The document was reproduced by the Political Section of Binh Duong Province on 4 November 1965 and signed by LE HANG.

(JFRH)
Summary

"Anti-American Heroes" Congress by USA.

Letter of 043/C dated 17 April 1966, signed
by Le Bao for the Political Section, addressed to
Phu Loi Battalion and District Unit Headquarters.

A congress of all Military Region (11) Anti-
American Heroes would be held by [043/C] around May
1966. The following individuals and units of Binh-
Dung Province were designated to attend this
conference:

A. INDIVIDUALS:

- Phu Loi Battalion: 1/ Van Van Dung
  2/ Tran A Phung

- South Ben Cat District: 3/ Nguyen Van
  (Eastern Stream Point)
  4/ Phung Thanh Phuoc (Special Section
  Town of South Ben Cat District)

- Lai Thieu District: 5/ Tran Van Tho

- Village Guerrillas: 6/ Thu Van, Cu
  Tho Village, Chief Town, District.

- 7/ Phung Van Lue, Binh Thuan Village, Lai Thieu District

- 8/ Nguyen Van Binh, An Duc Village, South Ben Cat District

- 9/ Ve Van Phuoc

- 10/ Nguyen Van Phuoc, Chanh Phu Ne Village

- 11/ Do Duc Phuoc (Female Nurse) Lai Thieu District

- 12/ Phuoc Van Tan, Hadict Unit, An Duc Village

B. UNITS:

- An Duc Village (South Ben Cat)
- Tan Hoi (Lai Thieu)
- CS (Lai Thieu)
- CI (Phu Loi Battalion)

Above personnel and units had to be present
at the Province Permanent Station on 7 May 1966 for
preparatory work. They would leave for Region on 10
May 1966.

KIN
| Promotion of Company Cadre of Binh Duong Province |

**Item #1:**

Decision: #505/QD, dated 15 October 1965, signed by NGUYEN TUNG, Assistant Political Officer of MR 4, promoting the following individuals to the grade indicated below:

1. **To Company Commander:**
   - NGUYEN NGOC TRUNG, aka 'TRUNG', in charge of the province machine shop (Cong Trung).
   - NGUYEN VAN ST, aka 'ST', Chief Military Affairs Committee of South Binh Duong District.

2. **To Company Political Officer:**
   - NGUYEN VAN HUY, aka 'HUY', Chief of Cadre Section.

3. **To Company Executive Officers:**
   - NGUYEN VAN HUY, aka 'HUY', Chief Administrative Staff, Province Military Affairs Committee.
   - NGUYEN VAN PHUC, aka 'PHUC', Secretary, Political Staff Section.
   - PHAM VAN NGOC, aka 'NGOC', Combat Operation Section.

4. **To Assistant Company Political Officer:**
   - NGUYEN VAN GIANG, aka 'GIANG', Staff Assistant for Organization.
   - NGUYEN VAN HOI, aka 'HOI', Staff Assistant for Propaganda/Training.
   - NGUYEN VAN THIEN, aka 'THIEN', Assistant Political Officer, 6th Company, South Binh Duong District.
   - NGUYEN VAN THIEN, aka 'THIEN', Political Officer, 6th Company of Chief Town District.
   - NGUYEN VAN THIEN, aka 'THIEN', Assistant Political Officer, South Binh Duong District.
   - NGUYEN VAN THIEN, aka 'THIEN', Staff Assistant for Security, Province Political Section.
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- LY VAN Bao, aka LY, Executive Officer, South Ben Cat District Unit.
- NGUYEN VAN THANH, aka THANH, Co. Chief Town District.

**Item #2:**

Decision 6500 dated 15 Oct 65 signed by NGUYEN TUNG, Assistant Political Officer MN 3, confirming the official rank of the following individuals:

a. **Company Commander:**
   - LE VAN MINH, aka TUNG MINH, Commander of Chief Town District Unit, Binh Duong Province.
   - PHAN VAN THANH, aka THANH, Deputy Chief of Province Rear Services Section.
   - NGUYEN VAN BHUNG, aka BANG, Commander, 2d Company, Phi Loc Battalion.

b. **Company Political Officer:**
   - NGUYEN VAN THANH, aka THANH, Political Officer of Province Medical Shop (Cao Trung).
   - NGUYEN VAN KHOI, aka KHOI, Political Officer of Medical Unit.
   - PHAN VAN THONG, aka THONG, Company Political Officer of Phi Loc Battalion.

c. **Company Executive Officer:**
   - NGUYEN VAN CUC, aka BAO, Executive Officer, Chief Town District Unit.
   - NGUYEN VAN BAO, aka BAO, Company Commander, 61st Company.
   - TRUONG VAN DUC, aka TUNG, Political Officer of Province Transportation Unit.
   - NGUYEN VAN NGOC, aka NGOC, Commander, the former 61st Company.

d. **Assistant Company Political Officer:**
   - NGUYEN VAN ĐO, aka ĐO, Political Officer, 61st Unit.

Both documents were reproduced by Political Section of Binh Duong Province Unit Headquarters on 2 November 1965 and signed by LE DUK.

(No Further Releasable Information)

Signed:

[Signature]

Richard A. Price
11/4, AB
Chief, Evaluation Branch CECO